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SIP Trunking

Enabling your PBX with cost effective enterprise grade SIP Connectivity.
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Our advanced features and management tools are designed for smooth running of your business.
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Reliable
Delivered over ONQ’s network that is built for business 
offering unrivalled reliability.

Flexible
With SIP, changes can be made within hours or days, 
not the usual weeks.

Voice Quality
Our network ensures you enjoy quality calls every time.

Cost Effective
Select from PAYG call rates, or Unmetered Local, 
National and Mobile calling, enabling substantial cost 
savings.

Service Quality
We provide round the clock service and support.
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Redefining the way Business Telco in Australia should be.

We are Australia’s most trusted telecommunications 
partner for businesses that demand reliability 
above everything else.
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Traffic does not touch the Internet or leave the ONQ network, ensuring security and quality
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A SIP trunk is the virtual implementation of an analogue phone line. If you have an on-premises PBX 
in your office (or hosted virtually), by leveraging our SIP Trunking service, we can connect one, two, 

or twenty channels to your PBX, allowing you to make and receive local, long distance, and 
international calls. SIP trunks also make it easy to upgrade to a higher plan at any time. You can add 

more concurrent calls (also known as SIP channels) and phone numbers in real-time.

SIP Services that are delivered via ONQ Internet or Private IP services, don’t traverse the Internet. As 
the traffic doesn’t leave our network, we’re able to ensure QoS (Quality of Service) end to end, 

resulting in crystal clear calling and security.


